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Is Cloud Computing Unavoidable?
If, according to Winner [1], "artifacts do have politics"
what kind of society is shaped by a Cloud Computing scenario?
What are the implications of Cloud Computing from the
Social, Environmental and Ethical point of view?

[1] Langdon Winner, "The Whale and the Reactor: A Search for Limits in an Age of High Technology", pp. 19-39, University of Chicago Press, 1989.
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Richard De George's "Computer Ethics" 4 themes
• The Myth of Amoral Computing

– This refers to the widespread phenomenon that the ethical dimension of
Computer and Information Technology development and use have been
largely ignored by both those in the industry and by the general public

• The Lure of the Technological Imperative

– The tendency to pursue technological development to the extent possible
with little thought to the social implications and repercussions of such
development

• The Danger of the Hidden Substructure

– In part is a result of the fact that so much computer and information
technological development and use take place behind the public scene and
are not transparent to users or those affected by it, thus precluding public
debate about the ethical impact of such development and use

• The Acceptance of Technological Inertia

– The widespread failure to appreciate the fact that although computers and
Information Technology have developed in certain ways, from an ethical
point of view these are not necessarily the best ways they could have
developed. Where this is the case, they can and should be changed

Computers and Information Technology should help and serve people and society.
Where they do not, they should not be passively accepted.
Source: Richard T. De George, "The Ethics of Information Technology and Business", Blackwell Publishing, 2003
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1965: Olivetti P101
the 1st PC

Piergiorgio Perotto

(Torino, 1930 - Genova, 2002)
Engineering - 1955
Politecnico di Torino

The 1st Personal Computer
"'Desk-top' computer is typewriter size"
(Business Week. October 23, 1965)

Source: www.101project.eu

"Desk-Top Size Computer Is Being Sold by Olivetti For First Time in US"
(Wall Street Journal. October 15, 1965)
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1975: Homebrew Computer Club, Menlo Park

Lee Felsenstein
(1945 - )

1981: Osborne I
(1,795 $)

Steve Jobs Steve Wozniak
(1955 - 2011)

(1950 - )

1976: Apple I
(666.66 $)
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The "1984" Macintosh

22 January 1984:
The half-time of the 1984 Super Bowl
featured a 45 second ad
that would be declared in 1995 the best ad of the last 50 years.
The commercial, directed by Ridley Scott
(The Duelist 1978, Alien, 1979, and Blade Runner, 1982)
for the Apple Corporation,
announced the imminent arrival of the Macintosh computer.
The ad cost $1.6 million to produce,
and Apple Corporation paid $500,000 for the one-minute time slot in which it ran.
It ran only once.

Ad

1984: January,

Apple MacIntosh (2,495 $)
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ICANN vs ITU

World Conference on International Telecommunications (WCIT)
Dubai, United Arab Emirates, 3-14 December 2012.
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Cloud Computing Top View

Source: www.csrc.nist.gov/groups/SNS/cloud-computing/index.html
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Cloud Computing: Impact on Governance

Source: Cloud Security and Privacy, O'Reilly, 2009
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Cloud Computing Deployment Models
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Services, NOT Devices

- Mobile access to (back-end) Applications drives the move to Cloud
- Every SaaS provides Mobile access
- Decrease Mobile traffic to In-House datacenter
- With Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) programs, IT is losing control ...
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Share of Device Traffic Over a Day

Source: comScore, Telefonica, Macquarie Capital (USA), Dec 2011
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Cloud Computing: Back to the Future
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From Autonomy to Heteronomy
We are now entering for real into the Cloud Computing era.
For many people is natural to have
just a "touchscreen" in their hands
and everything else "into the cloud"
(storage space, computing power)
In terms of architecture we are now going "back to the future"
to yet another centralized computing infrastructure
where we will lose all the freedom of "our fathers",
when they introduced the personal computing (PC)
We are going from the "autonomy" of PCs
(input, storage, processing, output and network in our hands)
to the "heteronomy" of cloud and
this is a kind of jump back to the pre-PC era
of "dumb" terminals
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Big Data

(2012: Exabytes, 1018)

marketingarena.it

Big Data: Who Has the Storage / Processing Power?
Hadoop: Open Source software for data-intensive distributed computing,
allowing data to be crunched over a distributed network of computers.
Source: Lam, Chuck "Hadoop in Action", Manning Publications, 2010
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Big Data
BIG DATA is
- a collection of data sets so large and complex that
it becomes difficult to process using on-hand database management tools
- BIG DATA Challenges:
- capture,
- curation,
- storage,
- search,
- sharing,
- analysis, and
- visualization.
- 2012: limits on the size of data sets that are
feasible to process in a reasonable amount of time ~1018 bytes Exabytes
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Big Data

- Most of Big Data are Outside Organizations
(e.g. Social Networks, Smart Cities, Internet-Of-Things)
- Corporate DataWarehouse is Over
- Non Obvious Relationship Awareness (NORA) or "mosaic effect"
- Rise of "Data Scientists"
- Graph Analysis become a "Core" Competence
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Big Data
2012: Narwhal Project

Source: exlporingnature.org

Big Data: Who has the Processing Power?

Source: "Obama’s White Whale. How the campaign’s top-secret project Narwhal could change this race, and many to come." S.Issenberg, Feb. 15, 2012 - slate.com
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Data Location,
Data Clonable at
Data Encryption, Negligible Costs
Data Mining,
Users' Profiling,
Data Loss & Leaks,
Function creep

De-Perimeterisation:
Use ≠ Ownership
disappearing of boundaries
Use = Temp. Possession
between systems and
of a Replaceable Good (clone)
Cloudorganisations
(firewall ≠ drawbridge) brokers!
Strong
The future of IT Orgs?
Authentication

IT Services
from CAPEX
to OPEX

Monopoly
& lock-in

Cultural imperialism and
dealing with diversity
Risk-management plan(s) Cloud Traceability
Secure Logs: Encrypted +
Cybe-risk Insurance?
Time-Stamped + Digitally Signed

Decreasing importance of
Ownership &
Uniqueness of the Owned
Problem of many hands
Four-hands Authorization
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Cloud Computing &
Big Data
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IF Most of Applications are into the Cloud
IF Most of Big Data are outside Organizations
What is the Identity of an Organization?

Adriano Olivetti
(Ivrea, 1901 - Aigle, 1960)

Source: Archivio Storico Olivetti, www.acroliv.org
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Is Cloud Computing Unavoidable?
If, according to Winner [1], "artifacts do have politics"
what kind of society is shaped by a Cloud Computing scenario?
What are the implications of Cloud Computing from the
Social, Environmental and Ethical point of view?

[1] Langdon Winner, "The Whale and the Reactor: A Search for Limits in an Age of High Technology", pp. 19-39, University of Chicago Press, 1989.
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Towards P2P Complex Systems
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Politeia vs Techne

Sailors must yield
to their captain's commands
Plato, Republic
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Source: "The Whale and the Reactor - A search for Limits in an Age of High Technology", L.Winner, The University of Chicago Press, 1989
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Cloud Computing as a Socio-Technical System
The evolution of ICT has followed different paths
induced by the historical contexts where they took place.
The Socio-Technical Systems Perspective suggested by the
"Science,Technology and Society" studies
is very important for understanding the evolutionary path of ICT:
the believe that
technology develops independently from society is wrong;
social factors steer engineers in certain directions and
influence the design of technological devices and systems;
on the other direction, technology shapes society,
society and technology shape each other (co-shaping);
adoption of a particular technology means
adoption of a particular social order;
systems are infused with social and moral values
(Johnson, 2009)
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Cloud Computing as a Socio-Technical System
What kind of coshaping we are we witnessing between Cloud Computing and Society?
Why the society of the beginning of XXI century led ICT towards Cloud Computing?
What kind of society will be shaped by this new direction of ICT?
Will this new scenario introduce us into a very centralized society?
ICT, like a pendulum, after moving from mainframe towards PC,
enabling an "autonomy" of human beings, now is moving back to a recentralized architecture
where the "heteronomy" and dependency of users will be strongly evident.
The new scenario is more and more moving from a Peer2Peer architecture of the Internet
towards a new (re) centralized "broadcasting" one2many architecture, where

users will just "browse" on the surface of a non-transparent infrastructure.
With the last step in the evolution of mobile devices the user
is just using the surface of the touch screen.
The "center of the cloud" could even "shutdown" the machine and operating system
in the hands of the user ("the kill switch") (Robertson, 2012).

The risk of losing the status of "digital citizen"
and becoming just "digital consumer" is growing
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Are clouds saving energy?

Ethan Pines for The New York Times

"Most data centers, by design, consume vast amounts of energy in an incongruously wasteful
manner ... Online companies typically run their facilities at maximum capacity around the
clock, whatever the demand.
Data Centers can waste 90% or more of the electricity they pull off the grid ...
... on average, they use only 6% to 12% of the electricity powering their servers
to perform computations. The rest is essentially used to keep servers idling and ready
in case of a surge in activity that could slow or crash their operations."
(Glanz J., "The Cloud Factories. Power, Pollution and the Internet",
The New York Times, 22 September 2012
"... Using the cloud just changes where the applications are running.
It all goes to a data center somewhere" (Uptime Institute, 2012)
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Power Grid
Cloud Computing

Smart Grid
PC

The first "Critical Infrastructure",
the Old Power Grid (1841),
is Evolving towards a Smart Grid
(a Complex System, Distributed, Flexible, Reliable
and Redundant)
The new "Critical Infrastructure",
the Internet (1969),
is Evolving towards a
Centralized, Rigid and (Un)reliable System?
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Farewell to the Internet?
Internet is a perfect example of a Complex System
Unfortunately the growing wave of the New
Computing Paradigm of "Cloud Computing" will imply
a strong (re)Centralization of the Computing
Infrastructure. This is similar to the old "Mainframe"
Scenario of the 60's but now the big difference is the
"Scope": it will be at Global Scale
The few big Data-Centers from where the Computing
Resources will be delivered World-Wide will also be
able to Control Remotely the End-Users' Computers
introducing all of us in a very critical situation
from the social and ethical point of view
What if my computer will be shutdown from remote?
Does the Society can have a role in this scenario?
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The Kill Switch
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The Kill Switch
"… In 2009, Amazon reached into users' Kindles to delete e-book copies of George
Orwell's 1984 … that had been sold by a publisher without the necessary rights.
(In 2012) With the rollout of the Windows 8 … millions of desktop and laptop PCs
will get 'kill switches' for the first time … for legal or security reasons.
… The reluctance of tech companies to set explicit policies for when they will and
will not use 'kill switches' contributes to the fear they'll be abused. Civil rights
and free speech advocates worry that tech companies could be pressured by
governments to delete software or data for political reasons. The bottom line:
'kill switches' can improve computer security, but they worry privacy and free speech
Advocates."
J.Robertson, "The Kill Switch Comes to the PC",
February 16, 2012, BloombergBusinessWeekTechnology
"… We as an industry need to tread carefully. It's easy to imagine several
dystopian futures that can arise from this."
K.Mahaffey, San Francisco startup Lookout (Security Software)
"… You have someone who has absolute control over my hard drive in ways I may
have never anticipated or consented to"
E.Goldman, Director of the High Tech Law Institute, Santa Clara University
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Farewell to the Web?
"... The Stacks ... The 'big silos'
(Apple, Google, Amazon, Facebook, Microsoft)
are re-making the world in their image.
There will be a whole lot happening among these five ... in 2013.
They never compete head-to-head,
but they're all fascinated by 'disruption.'
What will the world that they create look like?
... Your technology will work perfectly within the silo
and with an individual stacks's (temporary) allies.
But it will be perfectly broken
at the interfaces between itself and its competitors.
That moment where you are trying to do something
that has no reason not to work, but it just doesn't
and there is no way around it without changing some piece
of your software to fit more neatly within the silo?
... 2013 ... the year of tactically broken bridges"
(Sterling B., "Why It Stopped Making Sense to Talk About 'The Internet' in 2012",
The Atlantic, 27 December 2012)
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So what?
●

●

●

●

It is necessary to open a dialog in the ICT community,
involving computer professionals, users and policy makers
Keep the discussion open about open standards and formats
(Open Cloud Initiative, etc.)
It is necessary to contribute to this dialog
for keeping the evolution process of the ICT
towards the Cloud Computing
as transparent as possible
Teaching our children to program (digital wisdom)
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Estonia

Tiigrihüpe (The Tiger Leap)
http://www.tiigrihype.ee/en
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Digital Citizenship:
Teaching our children to code, but ...
"Computer science is no more about computers
than astronomy is about telescopes."
(attr.) Edsger Dijkstra
(1930-2002)
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